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The Convention on Biological Diversity (which wi l l celebrate its
25th anniversary of ratification when this issue is publ ished) re-
quires conservation to be “fair and equitable” (CBD 2000). This
proposition seems almost universal ly accepted, yet we see a gap
between rhetoric and real i ty. In our experience, the notion of eq-
uity is sti l l contested in Malagasy conservation, with certain ques-
tions recurring frequently. Here we present our own answers to
those questions.
WHAT SHOULD ‘FAIR AND EQUITABLE’ MEAN?
We bel ieve that for conservation to be fair and equitable, local
people (who in Madagascar are almost exclusively among the
world’s very poorest) should bear no net negative impacts from
conservation. I t fol lows that they must be compensated for any
residual costs of protected areas and other interventions, includ-
ing opportunity costs. Ideal ly, this should be achieved by capturing
global benefits and transferring them to local people. Conserva-
tion should not exacerbate poverty.
DOES EQUITY IMPLY COMPENSATION?
Fifteen years after Balmford & Whitten (2003) argued that the
global benefits of conservation general ly come at local costs, Be-
del ian and Woodhouse (201 8) identified the assertion that conser-
vation is necessari ly a win-win (because local people depend on
ecosystem services) as their top “myth” in protected area man-
agement. In our experience, this myth remains prevalent in con-
servation discourse in Madagascar, despite numerous studies
estimating net local costs of conservation (e.g. , Shyamsundar and
Kramer 1 996, 1 997, Kremen et al . 2000, Poudyal et al . 201 8, see
also Scales 201 4, Neudert et al . 201 7, though note that Rasolofo-
son et al . (201 7) found no impacts, positive or negative, of com-
munity forest management). This evidence cannot be dismissed
by pointing to hydrological or cl imatic benefits (which are fre-
quently overstated: Brui jnzeel 2004, also Zwartendi jk et al . 201 7)
or asserting that benefits from swidden agriculture are short-l ived
(they are not: Rakotonarivo et al . 201 7, Poudyal et al . 201 8). Nor
can we assume that conservation is preventing a tragedy of the
commons that would have impoverished local people, since it is
difficult to disentangle traditional management from more than a
century of state conservation action (and state-endorsed defor-
estation). Traditional tenure arrangements have evolved in re-
sponse to state intervention (Muttenzer 2006), and any tragedy of
the commons could have resulted from state conservation crowd-
ing out traditional norms (Rabesahala Horning 2003). In sum, whi le
many knowledge gaps remain in Malagasy conservation, we need
to shift to a default expectation that local people wi l l bear costs of
conservation that are significant in local terms, over long
timescales, unless proven otherwise.
IS COMPENSATION LEGITIMATE?
Even when the prevalence of local costs is accepted, some ques-
tion the legitimacy of compensation, noting that opportunity costs
often result from the cessation of activities (e.g. , swidden agricul-
ture of primary forests) that are already i l legal . Although internal ly
consistent, i t is inconsistent with the proposition that local people
should not bear costs of conservation. The laws that prohibit de-
forestation are conservation laws, which have been reinforced
and re-legitimised through the actions of the international conser-
vation community (Kul l 2004, Corson 201 6, 201 7). In particular,
protected areas cannot claim additional i ty of avoided deforesta-
tion (e.g. , for carbon credits or biodiversity offsets) whi le disclaim-
ing the negative social impacts that result (Bidaud et al . 201 8).
IS COMPENSATION AFFORDABLE?
Some who accept the legitimacy of compensation doubt its af-
fordabi l i ty. We think the evidence is strong that conserving Mada-
gascar’s rich ecosystems has global and national benefits that
vastly outweigh (in monetary terms) its local costs (e.g. , Kremen et
al . 2000, Hockley 2008, Poudyal et al . 201 8). I f we did not bel ieve
this was the case, we could not support conservation in Madagas-
car (could anyone justify a pol icy that was both inequitable and in-
efficient? ). Capturing these global benefits is chal lenging, but this
should not provide an excuse for not compensating local people:
conservation should not faci l i tate ‘free-rid ing’ by the already
wealthy. Conditional i ty is an increasingly popular concept in con-
servation discourse: that any payments for ecosystem services
must be conditional on their provision. We simply argue for sym-
metry: provision of ecosystem services by the poorest should
surely be conditional on their compensation.
DO WE KNOW HOW TO ACHIEVE FAIR AND EQUI-
TABLE CONSERVATION?
I f we agree that compensation for local costs is necessary, legiti -
mate and affordable, do we know how to achieve it? As a result of
discussing this question with government officials, conservation
organisations and people who l ive around protected areas we
have identified a number of chal lenges. Each of these is the focus
of considerable efforts in Madagascar and elsewhere, but al l re-
main substantial ly unresolved in our opinion.
ESTIMATING COSTS. As noted above, we have sufficient
information from several Malagasy protected areas to con-
clude that local costs are l ikely to be significant and widespread.
Nevertheless, these estimates are conceptual ly chal lenging, and
contingent on many (often impl icit) factors (Hockley 2008). The
best avai lable methods appear to perform quite wel l (e.g. , Rako-
tonarivo et al . 201 7), but given the timescales involved they are
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difficult to verify and robust tests remain the exception (Rako-
tonarivo et al . 201 6). The distribution of costs over time and within
households (across genders) remains an area deserving of more
attention, as does qual i tative evidence. Final ly, al l avai lable meth-
ods can under- or overestimate costs when used to inform com-
pensation for i l legal or sensitive activities, i f respondents
understate sensitive behaviours (for fear of sanctions) or over-
state (to inflate compensation).
COMPENSATION MECHANISMS. Estimates of opportunity
costs are necessary but not sufficient to ensure adequate
compensation. We need to know how much needs to be spent,
for how long, and on what, to compensate for given costs, whi le
al lowing for transaction costs (Poudyal et al . 201 6, 201 8, Brimont
et al . 201 7, MacKinnon et al . 201 7). Yet cost-effective mechanisms
to rel iably raise rural residents’ wel lbeing remain elusive. We sus-
pect that most compensatory interventions are designed to fit
within avai lable budgets, not achieve compensation targets. At
best, this is not discouraged by donors, and conservation NGOs
may feel pressured to understate the true costs of achieving ef-
fective and equitable conservation. Donors who wish to support
(and claim credit for) conservation in Madagascar need to de-
mand evidence-based compensation plans, and recognise that
donor commitments measured in years rather than decades are
not commitments.
TARGETING COMPENSATION. The question of who should be
targeted for compensation is thorny. Approaches that seek to
avoid compensating individuals who have not borne costs are
l ikely to have high implementation costs and be vulnerable to el i te
capture (Poudyal et al . 201 6). Broader-scale compensation that
seeks instead to minimise uncompensated individuals (whi le po-
tential ly over-compensating some) may be more efficient and eq-
uitable. Even then, if costs (and therefore compensations) wi l l
occur over multiple generations, how should newly formed
households be treated (along with immigration and emigration)?
EVALUATION AND OVERSIGHT. How do we know if what we
are doing is working? Randomised Control led Trials cannot
be used to assess real compensatory interventions (where no el i-
gible households should be excluded from compensation). Yet
without them, it is difficult to be sure that compensation is suc-
ceeding. I t might be useful to adopt pragmatic rules that approxi-
mate compensation, e.g. , that incomes must rise, and must rise at
least as fast as surrounding populations (though income growth in
comparator communities may be negative). However, we should
sti l l invest in evaluations of compensation interventions that are
as rigorous and independent as possible (e.g. , Andrianandrasana
201 6, Poudyal et al . 201 8). Relatedly, how should fair and equitable
compensation be monitored? At present, oversight tends to be
top-down, and empirical ly weak. Mechanisms by which local com-
munities can raise grievances are frequently absent or at best ad
hoc, often mediated by conservation organisations, who therefore
play judge and jury. The rights of local communities are poorly de-
fined and understood. Current legal and administrative standards
may not ensure adequate compensation (or seek to), and state
enforcement capacity remains inadequate. Civi l society in Mada-
gascar is as yet inadequately developed to defend the interests of
often remote rural communities.
IS IT TIME FOR A RADICAL RETHINK?
Two of us have argued elsewhere (Rakotonarivo and Hockley
201 7) that one approach, which could al leviate some of the above
problems, is to radical ly rethink tenure and consent in Madagas-
car’s threatened habitats. Secure private (but not necessari ly indi-
vidual ) tenure would be highly valued by communities
(Rakotonarivo et al . 201 8). Combined with voluntary conservation
easements it would have several attractive characteristics. Free
Prior Informed Consent is impossible without freedom of action
(are communities free to refuse conservation?), and individuals,
choosing freely, are probably the best judge of the worth of com-
pensatory interventions. Committing to symmetrical conditional i ty
might provide useful checks and balances on conservation and
bui ld local communities with a real stake in protecting natural
capital against outsiders. However, such a radical approach is not
without its own chal lenges. To name just a few: how to decide
who owns forests? How would communities consent to, or reject,
conservation col lectively? Critical ly, the legal framework for this
approach is absent in Madagascar (Jones et al . 201 8) though this
does not stop conservation organisations from acting, and pledg-
ing to act, as if i t existed. Without secure local tenure of ecosys-
tems, consent and compensation become much harder to ensure.
I t is therefore even more important to establ ish robust, indepen-
dent oversight of the social impacts of conservation. Donors
should demand (and fund) this oversight, and refuse to fund con-
servation activities that do not budget real istical ly for compensa-
tion. Without these changes, we are not optimistic about
achieving fair and equitable conservation in Madagascar.
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